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NEUTRINO INDUCED REACTIONS ON NUCLEIIN THE LAB AND IN STARS�Edwin KolbeDepartement für Physik und Astronomie der Universität BaselKlingelbergstrasse 82, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland(Reeived May 8, 2000)The important role of neutrino indued reations on nulei at low andintermediate energies both in aelerator-based experiments in NeutrinoPhysis and in Neutrino Astrophysis is disussed. After a short desriptionof the theoretial nulear model we present seleted appliations to variousneutrino experiments. We will fous on the sensitivity of neutral urrentneutrino sattering to the strangeness ontent of the nuleon and on thealulation of neutrino indued reations on 56Fe and 208Pb, whih havebeen disussed as target materials in future neutrino detetors.PACS numbers: 25.30.Pt, 13.15.+g1. IntrodutionNeutrinos play a deisive role in many aspets of astrophysis and deter-mining their properties is onsidered the most promising gateway to novelphysis beyond the standard model of elementary partile physis. Thusdeteting and studying aelerator-made or astrophysial neutrinos is a fore-front researh issue worldwide with many ongoing and planned ativities.One of the fundamental questions urrently investigated is whether neu-trinos have a �nite mass. This question an be answered by the potentialdetetion of neutrino osillations whih would establish the existene of atleast one family of massive neutrinos. Furthermore, the existene of massiveneutrinos might have profound onsequenes on many branhes of osmol-ogy and astrophysis, e.g. the expansion of the universe and the formation ofgalaxies, while neutrino osillations an have interesting e�ets on supernovanuleosynthesis [1℄.� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Neutrinos in Physis andAstrophysis, Craow, Poland, January 6�9, 2000.(1237)



1238 E. KolbeFrom the many experiments diretly searhing for neutrino osillations,only the LSND ollaboration has reported positive andidate events [2℄. In-diret evidene for neutrino osillations arises from the de�it of solar neu-trinos, as observed by all solar-neutrino detetors [3℄, and the suppressionand its angular dependene of events indued by atmospheri �� neutrinosin SuperKamiokande [4, 5℄. Due to the obvious importane, the osillationresults implied from these experiments will be ross-heked by future long-baseline experiments like MINOS [6℄. From the detetors urrently operableKARMEN [7℄ has a neutrino-osillation sensitivity similar to the LSND ex-periment. Currently, the KARMEN ollaboration does not observe osilla-tions overing most of the osillation parameter spae for the positive LSNDresult [8℄.It is the aim of this artile to point out the role that neutrino induedreations on nulei play in the �eld of Neutrino Physis and Neutrino Astro-physis. In the next setion we �rstly desribe the theoretial models that weuse to alulate semileptoni weak interations in nulei. In the third partwe present four appliations of the theory to various neutrino experiments.Finally Setion 4 is given over to onlusions.2. Theory2.1. Continuum random phase approximation (RPA)A shemati plot of a ross setion harateristi for medium energy neu-trino sattering on nulei is shown in Fig. 1. We assume that the inomingneutrino has a medium energy of E� � 50 MeV and plot the ross setion as

Fig. 1. Shemati plot of a typial ross setion for medium energy neutrino sat-tering on an iso-salar nuleus.



Neutrino Indued Reations on Nulei in the Lab and in Stars 1239a funtion of the exitation energy ! in an iso-salar target nuleus (Ti = 0).As neutrinos dominantly indue iso-vetor transitions (�T = 1), it is foundthat the lowest lying states that get remarkable strength are (if present atall) a few disrete states with isospin Tf = 1. Next, above partile emis-sion threshold (Eth), small iso-vetor resonanes show up and ollet somestrength. However, the dominant ontributions to the total ross setionome from the broad states in the giant dipole resonane (GDR) region,whih are known to have the struture of olletive one-partile-one-hole(1p�1h) exitations. At last, very energeti neutrinos may satter quasi-elastially (QE) and knokout (single) nuleons from the nuleus.These �nal nulear states dominantly exited in neutrino sattering areniely desribed by the ontinuum RPA model. As the model has been dealtwith in detail in Ref. [9℄, it is appropriate that we just brie�y outline its fea-tures in the following. In this approah the usual RPA treatment is ombinedwith a orret desription of the partile states in the ontinuum, i.e., theexited many-body states are oherent superpositions of one-partile-one-hole (1p-1h) exitations obeying the proper Coulomb boundary onditionsfor sattering states. Its basi properties an be summarized by:1. the nulear ground state is well desribed,2. the exited states are generi ontinuum states of 1p�1h struture,3. �nal state interations are aounted for with a realisti (�nite range)residual interation derived from the Bonn meson exhange potential[10, 11℄,4. this model has been shown [9, 12℄ to yield a good desription of thegiant (dipole and spin-dipole) resonanes in light nulei, e.g., in 12Cand 16O,5. espeially harge exhange reations of the knoked out nuleon areinluded in the model.2.2. Statistial modelTo alulate ross setions for X(�; � 0x)Y and X(�l; l�x)Y reations,i.e., for the neutrino indued knokout of a partile, we assume a two-stepproess (here shown for neutral urrent sattering):� + ZXN ! � 0 + ZX�N| {z }Continuum RPA =) ZX�N ! 8<: Z�1XN + pZXN�1 + nZ�2XN�2 + �| {z }Statistial Model



1240 E. KolbeIn the �rst step the ross setion for neutrino exitation is determined withinthe ontinuum RPA model. In the seond step we alulate for eah �nalstate with well-de�ned energy, angular momentum and parity the branh-ing ratios into the various deay hannels using the statistial model odeSMOKER [13℄, onsidering proton, neutron, � and  emission. As possible�nal states in the residual nuleus the SMOKER ode onsiders the exper-imentally known levels supplemented at higher energies by an appropriatelevel density formula [13℄. Note that the SMOKER ode has been suess-fully applied to many astrophysial problems and that we empirially foundgood agreement between p=n branhing-ratios alulated with SMOKERand within ontinuum RPA for several neutral urrent reations on lightnulei [14℄. 2.3. Global approahIn the demanding �eld of theoretial nulear physis (several body systemwith strong interation) it is espeially neessary to test a nulear modelbefore applying it to any problem. The ontinuum RPA has the advantagethat it an be used to desribe a wide range of weak as well as eletro-magneti interations in nulei (global approah). Therefore we ould testit against various available data:� The alulated longitudinal and transverse response for eletron sat-tering on 12C is in good agreement with the experimental data [15℄.� We desribed all neutrino indued reations 12C measured by theKARMEN-group [7℄ and �nd good agreement between our theoreti-al results and the data [16℄.� Espeially total muon apture rates are reprodued very well withinontinuum RPA [17℄. Note, that to desribe neutrino sattering andmuon apture rates the same nulear matrix elements must be alu-lated. 3. A seletion of appliations3.1. Supernova neutrino signalNearly all the energy of a Type II supernova is released by (anti)neutrinosof all �avors, whih are mainly generated with equal luminosity by e�+e+ $� + � reations. But, as �� and �� neutrinos and their antipartiles (inthe following denoted by �x) have lower opaities, they deouple at smallerradii and therefore have higher energies than �e and �e (anti)neutrinos.



Neutrino Indued Reations on Nulei in the Lab and in Stars 1241Model alulations of supernova explosions give average neutrino energiesof hE�xi = 25 MeV for x = �; � (anti)neutrinos, and hE��ei = 16 MeV,hE�ei = 11 MeV.In water �erenkov detetors neutral urrent sattering reations on 16Oindued by the higher energeti �x neutrinos an be used to uniquely identifysupernova �� and �� neutrinos. The detetion sheme is illustrated in Fig. 2,and based on the following fats: (i) The new SuperKamiokande (SK) de-

Fig. 2. Shemati illustration of the detetion sheme for supernova ��- and �� -neutrinos in water �erenkov detetors.tetor has a lower threshold of Eth = 5 MeV [18℄, (ii) The daughter nulei15N and 15O, that are left over after neutrino-indued knokout of a nu-leon on 16O, have both �rst exited states with energies larger than 5 MeV(E� = 5:27 MeV in 15N and E� = 5:18 MeV in 15O [19℄), (iii) as �e and �ehave lower energies, they do not signi�antly ontribute to the signal shownin Fig. 2. Within the theoretial model desribed in Setion 2 we alulatedin detail the ross setions for neutrino exitation of 16O levels and the sub-sequent branhing ratios into the various deay-hannels [20℄. It was found



1242 E. Kolbethat by 16O(�x; � 0x)-reations mainly 1� and 2� states in the giant resonaneregion are exited and dominantly deay by proton and neutron emission.Furthermore a signi�ant fration of these deays, � 24% for 15N and � 6%for 15O, do not end in the ground state of the daughter nuleus, but goto exited states, whih deay by photon emission. Taking into aountthe neutrino �ux from a supernova at 10 kp (i.e. within our Galaxy) andthe number of target nulei in SK it turned out that in the energy windowE = 5�10 MeV the yield of photons from (�; � 0p)- and (�; � 0n)-reations on16O is notieably larger than the positron or eletron bakground expetedfrom other neutrino reations in water (This is demonstrated in Fig. 2 ofRef. [20℄.) Therefore (�; � 0N)-reations on 16O onstitute a unique signalfor supernova �� and �� neutrinos in water �erenkov detetors.3.2. Strange quark ontributions to neutral urrent neutrino satteringExperiments [21,22℄ have suggested that in addition to the valene quarksin the nuleon also pairs of s�s-quarks ontribute to nuleoni properties like,e.g., the proton�spin. (For a more extended disussion of this topi we referto Refs. [23,24℄.) If present, this s�s-sea or strangeness in the nuleon will alsoa�et neutral urrent neutrino sattering on nulei, beause the Z0-bosonsmediating these proesses an ouple to all quarks inside the protons andneutrons of the nuleus. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Leptoni interations with the protonFor another more tehnial explanation of the onnetion between s�s-seain the nuleon and neutral urrent neutrino sattering we remind ourselvesthat neutrino sattering ross setions are aurately obtained within �rstorder Born approximation and that the weak Hamiltonian an be written,aording to the Standard Model, in urrent�urrent form. Thereby leptoni



Neutrino Indued Reations on Nulei in the Lab and in Stars 1243and hadroni urrents have the well-known (V �A)-struture:j(0)� =  ��(1� 5) � ; (1)J (0)� =  N �FZ1 � + FZ2 i���q�2MN +GA�5� N : (2)The neutral weak form fators in the hadroni urrent aount for the fatthat protons and neutrons are extended objets. They are onstruted fromthe underlying quark-urrents and are given by (�3 = �1 for protons, neu-trons): FZ1;2 = �12 � sin2 �W�"F p1;2 � F n1;22 # �3� sin2 �W "F p1;2 + F n1;22 #� 12F s1;2 ; (3)GA = �12G3A�3 + 12GsA : (4)Arising from the ss-sea, F s1;2 and GsA are purely iso-salar and thereforedo not ontribute to harged urrent reations like �e-apture or �-deay.These strangeness form fators are, in general, not well known. But F s1 ,orresponding to the harge form fator, has to vanish at zero momentumtransfer F s1 (q2 = 0) = 0, beause the nuleon is globally strangeless. Inlow and medium energy neutrino sattering reations F s1 an be negleted,beause only low momentum transfers are involved.One sensitive method to determine the strange quark axial form fatoris to measure the ratio of proton-to-neutron neutrino-indued yield Ry onan iso-salar nuleus. This is illustrated by the following rule of thumb,whih is obtained by negleting �nal state interations and assuming thatthe axial-vetor urrent gives the dominant ontribution to the ross setion(for N = Z nulei, and the axial form fator is set to G3A = 1:25):Ry := (�; � 0p)(�; � 0n) = (GpA)2(GnA)2 = (�12G3A + 12GsA)2(+12G3A + 12GsA)2 � 1� 165 GsA + : : : : (5)This approximately linear dependene of Ry on the strange quark axial formfator GsA is on�rmed within a full ontinuum RPA alulation and has beenproposed as a sensitive way to measure GsA at LAMPF [25, 26℄. In Fig. 4we show the results of this alulation obtained with the sum of the ��- and��-�uxes available at LAMPF. Note, that the ratio of integrated proton-



1244 E. Kolbe

Fig. 4. Ratio of integrated proton-to-neutron yield for quasi-elasti (anti)neutrinoreations on 12C as a funtion of �GsA(0) for di�erent values of F s2 (0) within thetheoretially estimated regime [23, 27℄. The symbols indiate the preditions of aSU(3) Skyrme model of the nuleon with vetor mesons [28℄. Their loation on thehorizontal axis re�ets the assoiated predition for GsA(0).to-neutron yield also depends on the value of F s2 (0), whih does not allowfor a unique and preise determination of GsA(0) from a single measurementof Ry.Another method to determine the strangeness ontent of the nuleon,whih we just touh here, is to look for neutrino-indued exitation of nulearlevels whih are forbidden by seletion rules otherwise (so alled strangeness-allowed transitions) [29℄.3.3. Neutrino indued reations on 12CThe (major) physis aim of the KARMEN [7℄ and LSND [30℄ experimentsis given by the searh for neutrino osillations in the �� ! �e and �� ! �eappearane hannels, and their observation of neutrino-nuleus interationsappears more like 'bread and butter' physis. Nevertheless, the extrationof these ross setions is of substantial importane for a number of reasons:� These measurements provide valuable information about the responseof the detetor.� They serve for testing our piture of nulear struture.� The agreement between the alulated and experimental result for the12C(�; � 0)12C�(1+; 1;15:11MeV)-ross setion on�rmed the struture ofthe weak neutral urrent as given within the Standard Model [31℄.



Neutrino Indued Reations on Nulei in the Lab and in Stars 1245� The measured ratio of the neutral to harged urrent indued rosssetions on 12C orresponded to the value expeted from theory, whihimplied a new test of the �e, �� universality [32℄.� An analysis of the eletron spetrum from the 12C(�e; e�)12Ngs-reationhas put stringent upper limits on non-standard ontributions to theweak harged urrent [33, 34℄. TABLE IComparison of measured and alulated exlusive ross setions for harged andneutral urrent neutrino sattering on 12C in units of 10�42m2.Reation Theory Ref. Exp. Ref.12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s: 9.4 [35℄ 10.5�1.0(stat.)�1.0(syst.) [39℄9.2 [36℄ 9.1�0.5(stat.)�0.8(syst.) [32℄8.9 [37℄ 9.1�0.4(stat.)�0.9(syst.) [40℄8.0 [38℄12C(��; ��)12Ng:s: 68 [37℄ 66�10(stat.)�10(syst.) [41℄12C(�; �0)12C�(15.1) 10.5 [37℄ 10.4�1.0(stat.)�0.9(syst.) [32℄12C(��; �0�)12C�(15.1) 2.8 [37℄ 3.2�0.5(stat.)�0.4(syst.) [42℄�n=� 1.18 [37℄ 1.15�0.13(stat.)�0.06(syst.) [32℄TABLE IIThe inlusive muon apture rate !, (in 103 s�1) and the ross setions for the12C(�e; e�)12N� (in units of 10�42 m2) and the total (inlusive + exlusive) rosssetion for the 12C(��; ��)12N (in 10�40 m2) reations in omparison with thedata. Reation Theory Ref. Exp. Ref.12C(��; ��)12B? 32.7 [37℄ 32:8� 0:8 [46℄12C(�e; e�)12N? 3.7 [35℄ 5.1�0.6(stat.)�0.5(syst.) [47℄5.4 [37℄ 5.7�0.6(stat.)�0.6(syst.) [40℄9.8 [43℄12C(��; ��)X 1780 [37℄ 1240�30(stat.)�180(syst.) [48℄1900 [44℄ 1120�30(stat.)�180(syst.) [41℄1310 [43℄ 830�70(stat.)�160(syst.) [49℄1350-1450 [45℄For most of the neutrino indued reations the ross setions alulatedwithin di�erent models and the results of various experiments were all foundto be in good agreement. Suh a onsistent piture emerged for all exlusive



1246 E. Kolbetransitions, in whih the exitation of a spei� �nal state is measured. Thisnie agreement between theory and experiment is shown in Table I.However, the situation is somewhat di�erent for the measured and alu-lated ross setions of inlusive reations, whih are shown in Table II.Whilethe agreement between theory and experiment onerning the muon ap-ture rate on 12C and the 12C(�e; e�)12N� ross setion is good, there is alear disrepany between alulation and measurement for the inlusive12C(��; ��)X ross setion. As the measured value for the ross setionwent up within the last 5 years, this disturbing disrepany beame less se-vere than before. But it still requires further experimental and theoretialinvestigations. 3.4. Lead and iron in neutrino detetorsSome of the supernova-neutrino or neutrino-osillation detetors use ironor lead as detetor material (e.g.MINOS [6℄, LAND [50℄ and OMNIS [51℄) orhave adopted steel (LSND, KARMEN) and lead (LSND) shielding. Thus,preise theoretial estimates of the neutrino-indued ross setions on Feand Pb are required for a reliable knowledge of the detetion signal or theappropriate simulation of bakground events. We note that the KARMENollaboration has reently measured the total 56Fe(�e; e�)56Co ross setionby using their sensitivity to �e-indued bakground events in the iron shield-ing of the KARMEN detetor [52℄. In Ref. [53℄ we have alulated this rosssetion in a hybrid model in whih the allowed transitions have been studiedbased on the interating shell model, while the forbidden transitions werealulated within the ontinuum random phase approximation, and foundgood agreement with the KARMEN-data. But more detailed theoretialwork is neessary, espeially partial ross setions for knoking out neutronsby harged- or neutral-urrent neutrino-indued exitation of 56Fe and 208Pbmust be determined. We have started suh alulations within the hybridmodel for 56Fe and within the RPA model with renormalized Gamow�Tellerstrength for 208Pb, and will present �rst results in the following. Details anbe found in an upoming paper [54℄.The distribution of the various supernova neutrino speies is usuallydesribed by a Fermi�Dira spetrumn(E�) = 1F2(�)T 3 E2�exp[(E�=T )� �℄ + 1 ; (6)where T; � are parameters �tted to numerial spetra, and F2(�) normalizesthe spetrum to unit �ux. The transport alulations of Janka [55℄ yieldspetra with � � 3 for all neutrino speies. While this hoie also givesgood �ts to the �e and ��e spetra alulated by Wilson and Mayle [56℄, their



Neutrino Indued Reations on Nulei in the Lab and in Stars 1247�x spetra favor � = 0. Table III summarizes the total and partial rosssetions for neutral urrent reations on 56Fe and 208Pb for both values of �.In partiular we inlude results for those (T; �) values whih are urrentlyTABLE IIITotal ross setions for neutral urrent neutrino sattering on nulei for di�er-ent neutrino energy spetra represented as Fermi�Dira distributions. The rosssetions are given in units of 10�42m2 and are averaged over neutrinos and an-tineutrinos.(T; �) (4,0) (6,0) (8,0) (3,3) (4,3) (6.3,3)56Fe(�; �0)56Fe 2.5e 0 9.8e 0 1.7e 1 1.2e 0 4.4e 0 1.6e 156Fe(�; �0n)55Fe 8.9e-1 6.7e 0 2.2e 1 2.8e-1 1.7e 0 1.4e 156Fe(�; �0p)55Mn 1.2e-1 1.0e 0 3.6e 0 3.4e-2 2.3e-1 2.2e 056Fe(�; �0�)52Cr 2.4e-2 1.9e-1 6.6e-1 6.4e-3 4.4e-2 4.0e-156Fe(�; �0)X 3.6e 0 1.8e 1 4.3e 1 1.5e 0 6.3e 0 3.3e 1208Pb(�; �0)208Pb 1.4e 0 7.4e 0 2.1e 1 7.0e-1 2.5e 0 1.5e 1208Pb(�; �0n)207Pb 1.2e 1 4.8e 1 1.2e 2 6.9e 0 2.0e 1 9.4e 1208Pb(�; �0p)207Tl 1.6e-5 3.5e-4 2.4e-3 2.9e-6 3.1e-5 9.0e-4208Pb(�; �0�)204Hg 7.8e-5 3.0e-3 2.6e-2 8.1e-6 1.5e-4 7.9e-3208Pb(�; �0)X 1.3e 1 5.6e 1 1.4e 2 7.6e 0 2.3e 1 1.1e 2favored for the various neutrino types (T in MeV): (T; �)= (4,0) and (3,3)for �e neutrinos, (5,0) and (4,3) for ��e neutrinos and (8,0) and (6.3,3) for �xneutrinos.For 56Fe the neutron and proton thresholds open at 11.2 MeV and10.18 MeV, respetively. But despite the slightly higher threshold energy,the additional Coulomb barrier in the proton hannel makes the neutronhannel the dominating deay mode. Also for 208Pb most of the neutralurrent neutrino sattering events lead to the emission of a neutron, andpartial and total ross setions grow signi�antly with inreasing neutrinoenergy.One of the goals in building supernova-neutrino detetors with lead andiron is to distinguish �x neutrinos from �e and ��e (anti)neutrinos by ountingthe number of knoked-out neutrons. Whereas �� and �� neutrinos, dueto their higher energies, were expeted to exite high lying states in thenuleus whih deay via emission of several neutrinos, low energy �e and ��e(anti)neutrinos should just be able to knok-out one nuleon at most. Thehuge total and partial ross setions for harged urrent (�e; e�) reations on56Fe and 208Pb listed in Table IV show that this method of disriminatingneutrinos of di�erent �avor is very problemati. The di�erenes in the ratiosfor neutral and harged urrent neutron yields exemplify the more general



1248 E. Kolbe TABLE IVTotal ross setions for harged urrent neutrino sattering on nulei for di�er-ent neutrino energy spetra represented as Fermi�Dira distributions. The rosssetions are given in units of 10�42m2.(T; �) (4,0) (6,0) (8,0) (3,3) (4,3) (6.3,3)56Fe(�e; e�)56Co 9.8e 0 3.1e 1 6.1e 1 7.7e 0 2.1e 1 7.5e 156Fe(�e; e�n)55Co 7.5e-1 8.0e 0 3.2e 1 2.5e-1 1.7e 0 2.0e 156Fe(�e; e�p)55Fe 5.4e 0 3.2e 1 9.7e 1 9.2e-1 5.1e 0 4.7e 156Fe(�e; e��)52Mn 6.1e-2 9.7e-1 4.8e 0 3.0e-2 2.1e-1 2.9e 056Fe(�e; e�)X 1.6e 1 7.2e 1 1.9e 2 8.9e 0 2.8e 1 1.4e 2208Pb(�e; e�)208Bi 7.3e 1 2.6e 2 5.8e 2 4.9e 1 1.2e 2 4.8e 2208Pb(�e; e�n)207Bi 3.0e 2 1.5e 3 3.7e 3 1.5e 2 5.5e 2 2.9e 3208Pb(�e; e�p)207Pb 2.5e-2 1.9e-1 6.5e-1 9.2e-3 4.7e-2 4.2e-1208Pb(�e; e��)204Tl 2.5e-2 3.2e-1 1.5e 0 5.3e-3 4.7e-2 7.6e-1208Pb(�e; e�)X 3.8e 2 1.7e 3 4.3e 3 2.0e 2 6.7e 2 3.4e 3tendeny that neutral-urrent ross setions for supernova �x neutrinos saleapproximately with the mass number A of the target, while the harged-urrent ross setions for supernova �e neutrinos depends on the N � Zneutron exess of the target via the Fermi and Ikeda sumrules (e.g. [57℄).This suggests [58℄ that neutrino detetors whih an only determine totalneutron ounting rates an have supernova neutrino spetrosopy ability, ifthey are made of various materials with quite di�erent Z values as the ratioof neutral- to harged-urrent ross setions is quite sensitive to the hargenumber of the detetor material.Both the LAND and the OMNIS detetors will also be apable of de-teting the neutron energy spetrum following the deay of states in thedaughter nuleus after exitation by harged- and neutral-urrent neutrinoreations. We have alulated the relevant neutron energy spetra for bothpossible detetor materials, 56Fe and 208Pb. To this end we have used thestatistial model ode SMOKER iteratively by following the deay of thedaughter states after the �rst partile deay. We have kept book of the neu-tron energies produed in these (sequential) deays and have binned themin 500 keV bins. The energy spetrum of neutrons from harged urrentreations on 208Pb is shown in Fig. 5. Note that the relative height of thepeak at En = 1:25 MeV sitting on a broader hump is more pronouned forthe (T; �) = (4; 0) neutrino distribution than for a potential (T; �) = (8; 0)�e spetrum as it might arise after omplete �� $ �e osillations. Whereasthe peak is due to one-neutron deay of lower exited 1+-states in 208Pb, thehump is aused by 2-neutron deay of higher exited resonanes, in whih



Neutrino Indued Reations on Nulei in the Lab and in Stars 1249

Fig. 5. Neutron energy spetrum produed by the harged-urrent (�e; e�) reationon 208Pb. The alulation has been performed for di�erent supernova neutrinospetra haraterized by the parameters (T; �). Note that the ross setions for(T; �) = (4; 0) and (3,3) neutrinos have been saled by a fator 5.ase the available energy is shared between the two emitted partiles. There-fore a orresponding shape analysis of neutron energy spetra ould help inthe searh for �x ! �e osillations.4. ConlusionsBy means of a seletion of appliations we have tried to emphasize theimportant role of neutrino indued reations on nulei at low and interme-diate energies both in aelerator-based experiments and in Neutrino Astro-physis. In detail we found that:� photons with energies between 5 � 10 MeV, generated by (�; � 0p) and(�; � 0n) reations on 16O, onstitute a signal for supernova � and �neutrinos,� the ratio 12C(�; � 0p)=12C(�; � 0n) depends on the strangeness ontentof the nuleon,� the disrepany between theory and experiment for the 12C(��; ��)Xross setion remains a serious problem,� we an provide good theoretial estimates of neutrino sattering rosssetions, branhing ratios and the energy spetra of emitted nuleons,whih are needed for experiments in Neutrino Physis and NulearAstrophysis.
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